
The Central African Mining and

Exploration Co (CAMEC) can boast of

many things, but perhaps the most

significant currently is its licence to mine

Mukondo Mountain (renewed to 2029), which

may well be the richest known cobalt deposit

in the world, though its true riches are only

now being revealed. 

Indeed CAMEC is in the enviable position of

having such an abundance of riches that it is

able to progress a number of ambitious

projects (IM, May 2008, p3) in the relatively

remote Kakanda area northwest of

Lubumbashi, in the DRC’s Katanga Province, 

without having finalised any reserves. But at an

average of 2-3% Cu — with some pockets as

high as 7- 8% — and 1.2% Co, CAMEC’s

orebodies are rich. It is building its operations

in modules and is able to improve on designs

as it goes along, with a current focus on

cobalt.

The re-opening of Mukondo Mountain in

February this year means CAMEC is now on

track to deliver 7,000–8,000 t of cobalt in the

financial year ending March 31, 2009.

CreditSuisse believes that “for a capex of less

than $25 million, production could be raised to

12,000 t of capacity, market permitting. 

Drilling on Mukondo Mountain is underway to

test the vast cobalt/copper orebody at depth.”

The company is now running 10 diamond

drills (its own and some under a contract) to

complete definition drilling for some of its

reserves to allow JORC reports to be made.

The first will be on Mukondo.

CAMEC says “the resource estimate on the

concessions, using existing data obtained from La

Générale des Carrières et des Mines (Gecamines)

and Union Miniere, 

has been quantified 

at 1.5 Mt of copper and 

500,000 t of cobalt, 
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CAMEC - the cobal
Returning again to the DRC, John Chadwick reports on what is today probably the leading cobalt
miner in the world. Behind it is a triumph of self-financing, ingenuity and reverse engineering 

Subsidiary company SABOT has been a very important contributor to CAMEC's

success, bringing in supplies for CAMEC's operations and projects and returning

to South Africa loaded with bags of cobalt concentrate (which is all shipped to

China) and copper cathodes
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contained in 70 Mt of ore. Multiple quality targets,

many of world class super-pit

potential, have now 

been identified following the 

implementation of an extensive 

airborne

magnetic, 

radiometric and electromagnetic geophysical survey

and are being prioritised for drilling.”

However, these riches do not come that

easy. A typical ore mined is 18% moisture,

40% fines and 10% clay. In-situ it can be very

difficult to drill with just 250 m/day from the 

production drilling fleet and diamond drilling 

progress sometimes being as slow as 2 m/day. 

It also has a bad effect on crushing, 

obviously, particularly the moisture content.

The Mukondo monster
CreditSuisse in a report at the end of March

says: “CAMEC’s key asset is Mukondo

Mountain. Rising over 1,700 m, this massive 
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cobalt/copper orebody is a

freak geological discovery

that dwarfs anything else

in the DRC in terms of

size and scale. Mukondo

is the equivalent of

Escondida for copper,

Broken Hill for zinc, the

Pilbara for iron ore and

Sudbury for nickel. What

makes Mukondo so

unique is its rich cobalt

grade that averages

1.2%. What is also so

special about this

mountain is the relative

ease of mining. Waste

rock is simply pushed off

the mountain, which

means once Mukondo is

back up and running at full steam, the

stripping ratio will be less than 5 to 1. At

today’s cobalt price of $52/lb, the economics

of such a mountain are compelling.”

In addition to the cobalt, there is copper, in

Mukondo and in the many other (as many as 

40 and more perhaps) probable mining areas

in Boss Mining’s (CAMEC’s DRC operating

company) concessions. CAMEC has the rights

to the highly prospective 429 km² 467, 469

(previously named C19 & C21), (and 463 and

468 – formerly known as C17 and C18)

concessions around Kakanda, as well as

Mukondo.

At the time of my visit in late March,

Laurent Décalion, President/Directeur Général

of Boss Mining explained that he was about to

add to the mining at Disele (which had been

generating much of the ore of recent months)

because it is too far distant from Kakanda and

is only 2% Cu! Copper mining operations are

now focussed on Bangwe, which grades 3.7%

Cu. Décalion was aiming for steady state

copper production of 1,000 t/month, rising to

2,500 t/month by September.

There are five plants within a radius of 20

km, of which three (a washing plant, plant and

flotation concentrator) are at Kakanda. The

first two are new, the latter is a rehabilitated,

50-year old facility originally built by

Gecamines (the DRC’s state mining company).

There is an acid plant at

Kambove and then there is

the state-of-the art plant

under construction at

Luita.

Interestingly,

CreditSuisse says it is

raising its forecast cobalt

prices from $30/lb to

$45/lb for 2008 and from

$18.50 to $30/lb in 2009,

“given the growing power

shortages in DRC.”

Décalion told IM he

thought other copper and

cobalt projects, of which

there are many in Katanga,

will struggle to get the

power their developments

need. Consider that it

requires 0.5 MVA to plate 1,000 t/y of copper

and it becomes apparent what vast power

demands there will be in Katanga. He placed

great priority on getting reliable power to the

sites as early as possible, and says that achieving

that has been one of the keys to CAMEC’s

success. 

Another of those keys is CAMEC’s

ownership of SABOT — the biggest haulage

company in Southern Africa, with some 500

vehicles in its fleet. During the early stages of

the Luita project, SABOT trucks made as many

as 25 trips a week between South Africa and

the DRC — a 3,000 km trip that takes 10

days. Now though, those trips are very

economically effective, bringing in supplies for

CAMEC’s operations and projects and

returning to South Africa loaded with bags of

cobalt concentrate (which is all shipped to

China) and copper cathodes.

The Volvo factor
In 2006, SABOT placed an order for 201 new

Volvo FH13 trucks, making it one of the

biggest trucking deals in Africa, adding to the

202 trucks it already owned.  The total value

of the new trucks then was estimated at

$30.15 million. It also announced a long term

strategy to increase its trucking fleet to 500

vehicles, making it the biggest haulage

company in Southern Africa.   

The importance of this logistics link to the

mining and processing operations cannot be

overstated, Adrian Smuts, Director of Sabot

Management explains: “It currently takes three

months for a train to reach Johannesburg from

Lubumbashi and the only economical way

between the two cities is through a reliable

transportation infrastructure.  Approximately

40% of our fleet is dedicated to CAMEC’s
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Currently 80% of Mukondo's ore is hauled to the

Kakanda flotation concentrator, the other 20% goes

through the washing and DMS plants at Kakanda

(shown here), with the DMS tailings then transferred

to Luita

Boss Mining operates one of the largest

earthmoving fleets in the DRC
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mining operations in moving goods back and

forth between South Africa and the DRC.

From South Africa, we transport various

commodities that are either

unavailable or scarce in the DRC i.e.

steel needed for warehousing and

housing, mining equipment and

machinery, food products, etc. and

from the DRC, we return with a full

load of CAMEC’s export copper

cathodes and cobalt concentrate. The

key to our success is that we carry full

loads of cargo to and from South

Africa.  Some of our competitors only

carry half loads of cargo, which means

that they either have to charge double

to compensate for a return trip or

they run at a loss.”   

Volvos have also become essential to

the mining operations. Boss Mining

recently commissioned 20 40-t Volvo

A40D ADTs, bringing the total A40D

fleet to 47. These work alongside a

mixed fleet of rigid 40-50 t capacity

trucks — mainly Caterpillar units.

Décalion says he will only purchase

ADTs in the future, because of the

heavy rains of the wet season. “The six-

wheel drive is much better for the

rains,” he says. 

Mining machinery
Super Rock Drill of South Africa has supplied

the operations with two SUPERBLAST blasthole

drill rigs mounted on tracked

undercarriages for drilling holes up to

216 mm in diameter. Two more of

these units are being manufactured for

CAMEC. There are also two ROCKDRILL

1000 RC rigs which are also being used

for blasthole drilling and water wells.

The company describes the latter as “a

very simple and easy machine to

operate, making it ideal for unskilled

operators.” Generally in production,

these machines are drilling 127 mm

diameter blastholes on 10 m benches.

Boss Mining now has a fleet of 90

earthmoving units currently operating

in Katanga, comprising trucks, wheel

loaders, hydraulic excavators, dozers

and graders. This fleet goes through an

average of 600 tyres per year (at an

average cost of $6,000 each – rising to

$64,000 for one tyre for the 992 wheel

loaders), a requirement that has put

pressure on procurement during the

worldwide heavy duty tyre shortage.

“In spite of the shortage, our

comprehensive planning and scheduling

at the start of the shortage have
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The DMS plant at Kakanda has been a very

important and successful addition
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enabled us to source a continuous supply of

good quality of tyres both locally and via

imports, so there has been no downtime due

to unavailability of tyres,” says Ian Dougan,

head of procurement for Boss Mining. “With a

number of tyre factory capacity upgrades

coming on line at the moment, we don’t

believe the shortage will continue beyond

2008.”

An onsite workshop that will repair and

maintain the earthmoving equipment and

mining vehicles was completed recently near

the Luita plant. The 90,000 m2 workshop

facility is self sufficient and fully equipped to

manage the mine’s fleet of Volvo trucks and

Caterpillar dozers on a 24-hour, seven day per

week basis, employing more than 400

mechanics. The facility includes 16 service bays

for the trucks and three heavy-duty bays with

steel-reinforced for the seven Caterpillar D9R

dozers, as well as offices and stores. The

workshop is expected to consume some

$120,000/week in spares. 

At the workshop another example of the

ingenuity of CAMEC is to be seen. Undaunted

by the lack of building supplies and equipment

needed for the construction of the Luita

facilities, CAMEC initiated mining and crushing

operations to produce building sand, stone

and brick-making material. Bricks are made on

site (at a rate of 5,000/d at peak demand) with

compressed clay from ant hills and are

designed to allow for dry construction,

creating a very favourable impact on both time

and material costs. The dimension of the bricks

provides a significant mass and facilitates

passive air conditioning, eliminating or

reducing the need for mechanical air

conditioning.

Décalion, very cognisant of the skills

shortage besetting Congolese industry, has

initiated on site training of drivers, mechanics

and mining equipment operators, that will

provide successful candidates with an

accredited diploma.  

The mining loading fleet comprises older

Caterpillar machines – three 245, four 5080

and four 375 excavators as well as seven

992 wheel loaders. The main machines

today are four 70 t Volvo backhoes – E C

700B LCs – mining at 420 m3/h. Boss

Mining has also taken delivery recently of

two L220F wheel loaders and a G990

grader from Volvo. 

Boss Mining’s operations are producing 1.6

million m3/ month (or 2.5 Mt/month) rising to

2.5 million m3/month in July. Currently 80% of

Mukondo’s ore is hauled to the Kakanda

flotation concentrator, the other 20% goes

through the washing and DMS plants at

Kakanda, with the DMS tailings then

transferred to Luita. 

The concentrator is a conventional, though

‘old-style’ facility, which has been significantly

rejuvenated. The complete old plant is running

– rod milling, ball milling and various flotation

circuits. A new pressure filter plant has been

installed, replacing Gecamines’ old drum filter,

which is usable if needed. 

The major modification to the flotation

concentrator has been the addition of banks of

flotation cells from Ultimate Flotation, supplied

by MC Process. These have allowed production

to be doubled and, along with other

improvements to the plant, have raised cobalt

recovery from 47% to the 70% level that is

now achieved. By contrast the DMS plant

achieves just 50% recovery. However, the latter

produces a concentrate very fast, and a

concentrate of 14% Co, compared with 8-9%

from the flotation plant, and the DMS tailings

go to the Luita plant for further extraction of

valuable metals, so nothing is lost. Thus

CAMEC gets the maximum benefit from

current high cobalt prices.

A Volvo wheel loader loads the mixed

malachite and heterogenite ores into the washing

plant. Last year Boss Mining took delivery of a

large modular crushing and screening plant

worth almost R8 million from Pilot Crushtec to
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produce minus 20-mm feed to the Dense Media

Separation (DMS) plant at Kakanda. The latter

was supplied by Bond Equipment in South Africa,

to a design by Boss Mining. 

In July last year, Tony Mendes, Pilot

Crushtec’s Regional Sales Manager for Africa,

explained to IM that five clients in the DRC had

all chosen modular equipment from Pilot

Crushtec recognising the fact that workers are

generally unskilled and not technically minded.

“There is no need to maintain diesel engines or

electrical equipment, there are no hydraulic

systems requiring specialised technical

knowledge, or computerised diagnostic

systems. In Africa, we have to take cognisance

of the demographics of a region,” he said.

“Modular equipment is versatile, easy to

maintain; it is basic and designed for Africa.

However, at the same time, it can be retrofitted

into any plant anywhere else in the world.”

The Boss Mining plant has a capacity of 240

t/h and comprises a 24 x 36 jaw crusher, 36’

and 51’ cone crushers, modular screens and

conveyors. The plant accepts a minus 500-mm

size material from the mine and is designed to

deliver a high capacity feed to the DMS plant.

This is the first application of DMS to cobalt

ore and Décalion explains this technique was

chosen to speed up the recovery of valuable

cobalt and is possible because of the

heterogenite’s specific gravity of 2.94.

Pilot is now supplying CAMEC with a

second modular plant including the following

individual units: one MJ3042 jaw crusher; one

DD7215 double-deck screen; two MC130 cone

crushers and nine conveyors. This will provide

CAMEC with extra, high production

throughput, crushing material from 70 mm to

a 30 mm product size.

State-of-the-art Luita
Of the 550 t/month of cobalt in concentrate

that CAMEC was producing when IM visited,

400 t was coming from the Kakanda flotation

plant, the rest was from the DMS plant and

Luita.

The high-tech Luita plant, some 17 km from

Kakanda is a remarkable example of reverse

engineering. As already noted, CAMEC has yet

to prove up its reserves to JORC or SAMREC

standards, but by the end of March it had

invested some $200 million in facilities at Luita

and had three SX/EW copper cathode trains on

line, all achieved in a period of some nine

months. The usual ingenuity displayed on this

project is very evident at Luita, where there will

eventually be nine copper cathode plant lines

and one for cobalt. The latter is already being

produced there through a small concentrator. All

were achieving 98% plant availability.

The 50,000 m3 plant

— the biggest under-roof

facility of its kind on the

continent — will

ultimately host nine copper and one cobalt

modules – each 18 m wide by 180 m long. The

first 60 m of each module is devoted to EW with

two banks of 60 cells in a 30 plus 30 side-by-side

configuration respectively, hosting 38 cathodes

per cell. The section between 60 and 120 m of

the length of the module is for warehousing and

the last 60 m is for other plant. Currently for

example, there is a small cobalt recovery plant

including DMS, ball mills, flotation cells, leach

tanks and filters. The plant is being designed as it

is built, but the important thing is that it is

producing valuable metal and revenue for

CAMEC. There will also be a separate cobalt SX

section outside the main plant.

Luita is loaded with superlatives:

■ It is the first private copper plating operation

in the DRC

■ At full production, CAMEC plans to become

the biggest producer of cobalt-in-concentrate in

the world, at 700 t/month of contained cobalt

■ In a world first, the heap leach process is

being used for cobalt production

■ When commissioned, CAMEC’s multi-million

dollar cobalt SX plant will be the biggest and

most innovative in the world, producing

12,000 t/y of 99.9% purity cobalt cathode —

equal to one third of the commercial cobalt

produced worldwide today

■ The plant is on track to reach Phase 1 full

production of 40,000 t of copper cathode and

6,000 t of cobalt contained by the end of the

year. Eventually, it has a targeted capacity of

100,000 t of copper cathode and 12,000 t of

cobalt cathode.

Luita currently operates seven 50,000 t, 4 m

high leach pads, for both cobalt and copper.

The pads are loaded with 1-30 mm ore, while

the fines (0-1 mm) are stockpiled to go in the

leach tanks. The PLS is recirculated constantly

until it reaches a concentration of around 25

g/litre. It is then bled off into a PLS pool. In a

large thickener the iron, aluminium and

manganese are precipitated out by increasing
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The 50,000 m3 Luita plant -

the biggest under-roof

facility of its kind on the

continent - will ultimately

host nine copper and one

cobalt modules (insert)
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the pH. There is no SX for the copper recovery,

the SX plant will just be for the cobalt. Luita is

producing 99.8-99.9% Cu cathodes, not

99.999%. Décalion sees no value in spending

the extra money that would be required

bringing in the reagents needed for the extra

purity. A 13-m high pinbed clarifier that is yet

to be commissioned into the circuit will raise

the copper purity to 99.92% Cu.

Spent liquor is recycled and goes back on the

leach pads. Every three to four months the

heaps are stripped out and the waste rock

becomes valuable gravel for roads, etc. 

In summary, the Luita process flow, once

fully commissioned, sees two streams from the

crushing plant. The copper stream goes to the

leach pads and from there to iron precipitation,

followed by the pinbed clarifier and then

copper EW, and the spent liquor is recycled. 

The cobalt stream starts with the dry mill

feed system followed by the grinding circuit

and then flotation. Water recirculates from

flotation through the DAF plant (below) back

to the grinding circuit. Cobalt concentrate then

reports to the filter plant, and on to the leach

circuit and finally the SX plant. To streams

emanate from that plant, one to copper EW

and one to cobalt EW.

Advanced water treatment
Last year CAMEC installed the country’s first

private overhead power line — a 26 km,

110,000 V line (IM, May 2008, p3). By the end

of March two dams had been commissioned –

one of 1.5 million m3 capacity and the other

holding 200,000 m3 of feed water for the Luita

plant and other facilities there. The Luita plant

currently consumes some 300,000 litres/h of

water.

A hi-tech water treatment system with a

footprint of 12 m x 2.4 m x 2.4 m and

weighing 7 t, will soon supply 2,500 litres/h of

treated water to the Luita facility, of which

40,000 litres/d will initially be treated for

human consumption to bottled water quality.

TAG Water Systems/MC Process have

designed a turnkey water treatment system.

“Clean potable drinking and process water, to

run the plant, was the motivation to develop a

dual purpose system,” explains Managing

Director Rogan Roulstone. “To meet the

criteria we designed a dissolved air flotation

(DAF) system with a combined potable

drinking water treatment unit.”

The DAF unit is a bulk water treatment

system that recovers process water that is not

fit for human consumption but is great for re-

use in the plant. “With this in mind and the

fact that water borne diseases in Africa are

rife, we developed a skid mounted modular

potable drinking water treatment plant that

draws water from the DAF.”

The DAF, designed for this specific project, is

a further first as it is integrated into a

conventional clarifier. It removes fine

suspended material from an aqueous

suspension. Flotation of fine suspended

material is achieved by using extremely fine

high pressure air bubbles. The attraction

between the air bubbles and particles results in

a reduction of the density of the particle. The

outcome is increased buoyancy that causes the

suspended solids to float.

The distinctiveness of this particular design is

that it integrates two technical processes i.e.

flotation and clarification, which intrinsically

means that capital investment is lower and the

footprint is smaller, as opposed to two

separate units. The operating advantage is that

the system not only takes care of fine

suspended particles, but also removes any

particle where the gravitational rate is greater

than the flotation rate.

“There are many benefits of having two

solid liquid separation principles in one

compact and effective unit,” comments

Roulstone. “Over and above it being quicker to

manufacture, there is an immense saving on

energy costs. It eliminates the need for an

entire pumping system.”

The DAF can handle a variety of feed

streams and allows consistent output in terms

of volume as well as the level of

contamination. The system has an exclusive

static inline mixing system that allows accurate

mixing of dosing, and pH control chemicals.

This mixing assists in insuring a consistent

output stream. In essence the system produces

three output phases. The top phase is the

flotation drawn off by means of a scraper

mechanism. The bottom phase is the settled

higher density waste. The middle is the clean

and treated water.

The potable water system operates with two

high pressure water pumps that draw water

from the DAF product overflow box at a rate

of 5 m3/h. After ozone pre-treatment, the feed

water is pumped to two sand filters removing

any solids down to a size of 10 micron. Water

from the sand filters reports to a micron

cartridge filter where the TSS (Total Suspended

Solids) is reduced to less than 0.01% at 1

micron. Flow switches send off a warning

when the unit has a dirty cartridge that needs

to be cleaned or changed. Water then passes

to a reverse osmosis unit where the final

purification takes place.

“We have designed a reverse osmosis

process that uses semi permeable spiral-wound

membranes that separate and remove

dissolved solids, organics, pyrogens, sub-

micron colloidal matter and bacteria from the

water,” says Roulstone. “It has an Ozone O3

generator and contact system that kills any

residual potential bacteria that may

accumulate in the storage tank. An ozone level

of 0.4 ppm for four minutes has been shown

to kill any bacteria, virus, mould or fungi. This

unit is a far more efficient method than a

chlorine system, which depends on diffusion

into the cell protoplasm and inactivation of

enzymes.” IM

Kakanda concentrator is a rehabilitated, 50-year old

facility originally built by Gecamines (the DRC's state

mining company). CAMEC has added new

equipment where appropriate

GREAT MINES
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